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Blue Goat Theatre brings feisty, opinionated love to Prague Fringe Festival 

 
 
Falling in love is messy at the best of times. But it’s even worse when you fall in love, at 4am, in the 
middle of an airport, with someone about to fly off in the opposite direction. In J’n’R, fast love and 
fast comedy make for perfect partners in this show about a badly-timed, but life changing 
encounter. 
 
Written by Australian playwright, Fiona Leonard, J’n’R is performed by Blue Goat Theatre, an English-
speaking theatre company hailing from Düsseldorf, Germany. This multicultural company, brings 
together artists and creators from Germany, Pakistan and Australia.  
 
Loosely based on the balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet, J’n’R pays homage to Juliet’s feisty, 
opinionated, get-me-the-hell-out-of-here streak. Unlike her namesake, though, Jules is not about to 
run off with the first guy she meets quoting iambic pentameter and hormone-fuelled rhyme. But 
she’s not immune to the prospect of falling in love either. “What impresses me about Jules” says 
actor Anna Trier “is that she’s strong and independent and ready to fight the patriarchy, and yet also 
a true romantic.” 
 
The show is set in a threshold world between leaving and arriving. It’s one of those places where you 
can bare your soul because you seem so far away from reality. As actor, Shaheryar Shah explains 
“What really drew me in is the connection between Jules and Richard; their vulnerability, and their 
knowledge that this night will leave a deeper impact than they could ever have imagined.” 
 
All that passion, protest and vulnerability are wrapped up in dialogue that fires back and forward 
across the stage. "Taking on directing J’n’R was a no-brainer for me” says Director, Daniel Hees. “The 
writing lends itself to the natural, organic style of acting which I prefer, and the funny yet touching 
dialogue lays the groundwork for great entertainment that is sure to stay with the audience." 
 
 
 
J’n’R plays at Divadlo Kampa, Nosticova 2a, Malá Strana, Praha 1 
 
29.05.2019 – 30.05.2019  22:45 – 23:40   &   31.05.2019 – 01.06.2019  21:15 – 22:10 
 
More information and tickets at: www.fringe.cz 
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